GMV Productions
Over 50 years of mail order and world-wide internet trading.
WHAT SORT OF SERVICE CAN I EXPECT? You will receive the fastest, most friendly
and courteous service, the equal of the very best web based mail order trader. As a
general rule, all orders go the same day they are received. If you have a problem, email
me personally at wayne@gmv.com.au<a target="_blank"></a>
OUR GMV PRINCIPLES OF DOING BUSINESS The Guiding Principle. We believe in
doing what's right for our customers. We will do whatever is necessary to satisfy your
requests and fill your orders promptly.
GMV Productions www.gmv.com.au has the largest collection of bodybuilding DVDs in
the world featuring the top male and female bodybuilders and fitness athletes. GMV
Bodybuilding www.gmvbodybuilding.com has one of the largest selections of male and
female Digital Downloads of bodybuilders, contests and fitness athletes. All of our
downloadable videos have been transferred directly from the original video master
tapes and we are using the latest compression technology to produce high quality MP4
videos.
We can say this because GMV Productions has been filming bodybuilding features,
posing routines, events such as Olympias, Mr. Universe contests to natural amateur
competitions, strongman, pump rooms, strength events, powerlifting and fitness expos since 1965.
In addition to the biggest range of titles, we also have the biggest names. These
include, but are not restricted to names such as Arnold Schwarzenegger, Ronnie
Coleman, Dorian Yates, Lee Haney, Jay Cutler, Sergio Oliva and all of the Olympia
winners to present-day stars such as Phil Heath, Kai Greene, Dennis Wolf, Shawn
Rhoden, Flex Lewis, Branch Warren etc amongst the men and every Ms Olympia
winner, Iris Kyle, Cory Everson, Yaxeni Oriquen, Adela Garcia, Nicole Wilkins, Oksana
Grishina, Alina Popa etc amongst the women.
All of this footage produced by GMV is protected by copyright. We rigorously police
eBay and YouTube for items of piracy and unauthorised usage. This applies to GMV
Productions, GMV Bodybuilding, The Arnold Sports Festival (ASF), The Olympia™
and any other events associated with us where it has been authorized for us to protect
copyright.
Please note that all the text, graphics, photos and video clips on our websites are
copyright GMV Productions.

How to spot an obvious fake. Only genuine items are worth buying. See our FAQ advice
on this matter here. http://tinyurl.com/kpn92wb For any copyright queries, please
contact Wayne wayne@gmv.com.au

